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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM AND THE NEED FOR THE STUDY
Intr oduct ion
A Brief Analysis of Dance

~ ~

Universal Phenomenon

Gotshalk 1 defines rhythm as an orgru1ization of
materials so that they possess or suggest patterned movement.

Rhyt hm can be either regular or irregular.

When it

is regular, the occurrence is a sequence of measures that
are alike or only slightly different.

It is achieved by

r epeti t ion or by recurrence of the same measure pattern.
Irregular rhythm is the occurrence in sequence of measures
of gr eater rhythmic diversity.
Mere observation may reveal rhythm in everything
around us.

Theodore Roethke sees rhythm in calmness? in

the air, and in animals.

His poem

11

The Rose 11 reveals this:

And I rejoiced in being what I vms:

In the lilac change, the white reptilian calm,
In the b ird beyond the bough, the s ing le one
With all the air t o gre et him as he flie s
The dolphin rising fi·om the darken8d vr a~r es. 2
nHer Longing 11 is another of hiG poems c.onfirming
the existence of rhythm in all things:

1 D.\JGGotshalk, Art and the Socia]~r<Ier (New York:
Dover Publications Inc., 1962), pp. 1 11-·112.
2Theodore Roethke, The Far Fie ld (Hew York:Double-

day & Co., Inc., 1964), p. 8.

1

....

2

But now The wild stream the sea itself cannot contain
me.
I dive v-Tith the black hag, ·the cormorant,
Or walk the pebb ly shore with the humpbacked
heron.
Shaking out my catch in the morning sunlight,
Or rise with the gar-eagle, the great winged
condor,
Floating over the mountains,
Pitting my breast against the rushing air,
A phoenix, sure of my body,
Perpetually rising out of myself,
1'-"Iy wings hovering over the shorebirds,
Or beating against the black clouds of the
s torm,
Protecting the sea cliffs. 2
Dylan Thomas, another great poet, sees rhythm in
the common things.

This he expresses in his poem: "Ballad

of the Long-legged Bait."
\-!hales in the wake like capes and a lps.
Quacked the sick sea and snouted deep,
Deep the great bushes bait with raining lips
Slipped the fins of those humpbacked tonso
And fled their love in a v1eaving dip.
Oh, Jericho v-ras failing in their lungs!
She nipped and dived in the nick of love,
Spun on a spout like a long-legged bait.
Til l
Till
Till
Rose

every beast blared down in a sv;er-ve
every turtle crushed in his shell.
ev ery bone in the rushing grave
and crol·red and fell. 3

In general any movement to rhythm may be regarded
a s dance.

vlinston dictionary defines dance as' "rhythmic

2 Theodore Roe thke , The Far Field(New York:Double-

day & Co., Inc., 1964) pp. 15-16.

3Dylan Thomas, Dvlan Thomas Miscellany Two_(London:
311 Dent & Sons Ltd. 1967).

3
movement to

• . •r·
mus~c

1

+ But L anger states:

rt whether

a dance

is accompanied by music or not, it always moves in musical
time."5

This suggests that even when sounds are absent

dance may still occur.

Dance now comes to be, any move-

ment to rhythm whether the ·rhythm is audible or only implied.
Dance, like speech has been used universally as a
form of

as communion with God and communica-

eA~ression;

tion with others.

11

Dance, 11 I-1eerloo says,

sal art, the common joy of expression.

11

is the univer-

Those who cannot

dance are imprisoned in their own ego and cannot live with
other people and the \-V'Orld. u 6
A dancer uses gesture in expression.

Langer says,

"All dance motion is gesture - perhaps its mechanical contrast and foil, but ah·rays motivat ed by the semblance o.f
an expressive movement."?

Colling-vmod describes speech in

the same terms:
Speech is after all only a system of gestures,
having the peculiarity that each gestt~e produces

l!-,,J . D. Lewis, H. S. Camby & A. K. Brm·m ( Eds. ) . The
Winston Simplified Dictionary - Advanced Edition.
5susanne Langer, Feeling and Form (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953.)
6 A.l'-1. Joost I"Ie erloo, The Dance ( New York: Chilton
Company 9 1960 ) pp. 15-16.
?susanne Langer, Feeling and Form ( New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), p. 174.

J
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a characteristic sound, so that it can be perceived
through the ear as \'lell as through the eye. 8
Many human dances are believed to be religious in
origin.

"We may · say that at; the dawn of civilization,

dancing, religion, music and medicine were inseparable. 11 9
Religious dances are meant to please the gods who are omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient.

And through such

dances man reveals himself as a submissive and grateful
being.

Justifying the origin of dance Ellis has the fol-

lm.;ing to say:
Dance is the primitive express ion alike of
religion as of love - of religion as from the
earliest times we lmoH ••.• some investigators believe ivi th Gerland that every dance \vas religious
in origin. It should be noted also that for the
primitive man there is no such thing as religion
apart from life , for reli gion covers everything ••
. • He may conclude l'li th \.Jundt, that dance v-ras in
the beginning the expression of the whole man,
for the 1rrhole man was rel igious •••• to dance Has
at once both t o worship and t o pray.lO
':i:he hunting dance is performed to appease the god
and to pray him for a good kill.

The dance after the ex-

penition is meant to thank the god for his blessings.
11

The

\·Tar dances" before and after the battle are meant to

se!'ire the same purposes.

If the batt le is lost the dance

t<:tke s a different form and the significance is different
te o . In this case the dance is to shovT penance

for the

. 8 R.G.CollingNood, The :principles of Art, (London:
OUP. Amen House- Reprint 1965 . )
9Havelock Eliis, ~he Dance of Lif_e , ( Nevr York:
Houghton l'Iiffling & Co. 1924), p. 24.
10
.
Ibed 4, pp. 38-39.

5
incompetence of the warriors.

It is believed that the

battle must have been lost because one god or another is
not pleased or because the warriors do not fight as the
gods ordain them.

This form of dance is communion with

the gods.
The shaman, medicine man, dances .to evoke the
good spirits and drive the evil ones . out of the _patients.
The "devil dance" asks for similar things -from the gods.
I1eerloo explains the "snake dance 11 as follows:
The snake dance represents a means of gaining
p ower over the snake .••• Yet the snake represents
not only the reality of that earthy, poisonous
and sly animal as it creeps over the tropical
S11ampsi it is simultaneously adored as an angelic
being. 1
Sometimes such religious dances transform the
dane: ers into a different world - a \-Torld of fantasy, of
ecstasy and of trance.
in these

I1eerloo describes such conditions

~>rords:

The rhythmic movements bring the dancers to
a hypnotic state in vihich the body endures much
more than the conscious state and can make movements 1vhich are impossible in the waking state .12
Dancing, said Lucian, is as old as love.
Among insects and birds it may be said that
dancing is often the essential ~art of love.
In co1rrtship the male dances, sometimes in
rivalry Nith other males, in order to charm
the females ; then after a short or long interval, the female is aroused to share his ardour

---------------11

A.I1.Jo ost I"'eerlo o , The Dance, ( NevT York:Chilt on
Company Publishers, 1960), p. 17.
12 Ibid. , p. 67.

j'
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and join in the dance; the final climax
of the dance is the union of the lovers. 13
The cichilds, a type of fish, perform their_ dance as a
breeding behavior and courtship.

"The slmv dancing move-

ments, together with their beautiful coloring provide a
fascinating sight, a slow motion '!tJaltz." 14 The dance of
the "wooing birds and the mating dance of the dragonflies"15 show the same significance.

The males who start

the dance appear in attractive, brilliant and brigh·t
colors to reveal themselves.

The females, ·for IAJ"hom the

revelation is meant, join in the dance to acknowledge it.
In the world of humans it is not always the males
who are competing for the love of the females; the females
too, dance to 1t1oo the men for their love.

In some tribes

both sexes dance at the same time in frantic effort to
display all the force and energy, the skill and endurance,
the beauty and grace to .capture those they love.

The

after-battle "war dance" is meant to sho1AJ" the I'T omen, ,,rho
were not meant for the battle, the skill and courage of
the men and so gain their love.

About the sexual invita-

tion dance in some tribes in Central Africa:
•••• the warriors stand in line making only
slight movements with their legs. The girls
opp osite them make s h ort stamping movements

· l3Havelock Ellis, tr he Dance of Life, (Ne\-r York:
Houghton Mifflin & Co. 1924), p. 45.
14:rvieerloo, op. cit., p. 45.
l5Ibid.

7
and move toward the men while moving their upper b odies. Finally the danc e finishes vTi.th 16
the girls making a hi gh jump tov1ards the men.
The girls' initiation dance in many tribes introduces the girls into the circle· of adults and so advertises them as ripe for marriage.

"Far from being only a

sexual rite, the initiation dance frees the girl from being a merely biological and instinctual creature." 17 In
the fertility dances the magic unity of human fertility
a nd the flo wering of the earth is also symbolized.

The

"Hay Pole 11 is a typical example of the sexua l act of the
go<is vli th mother earth to produce plentiful harvest.
pole r epresents the male organ .

The

Ballroom dances emphasize

hip contact for the dancing couple who are male and female.

This is sexual invitation.

by Elli s when he v1ri tes:

All these are summed up

A savage does not preach, he
danc es his religion and emotions." 18
11

"Grea t art possesses the virtues of primitive and
decadent art, without the excesses that tend to nullify
even the value of each."l9

Gotshalk defin es decadent and

primitive arts as follovlS: "Decadent art is an overstatement of the central possibilities of art, just as primi16A.M. Joost Meerloo, The Dance,(New York: Chilton
Company Publi shers, 1960), p. Ll-5.
l7Ibid., p. 65.

~~Have lock Ellis, The Dance of Lif e , (New York:
Houehton Mi f flin & Co., 1924), p. 38.
l 9G. \.J .Got shal k, Danc e and the Soc ial __Order, (New
York : Dover Pub lic. Inc., 1962), p. 224 .

8

tive art j_s their understatement." 20
Many folk dances are too simple and monotonous.
They can be said to be understated.

They can be referred

to as primitive art • . Ballet is a complicated art.

It may

be said to have overstated its central possibilities.

Yet

those tv-ro forms of dances retain their virtues and remain
admirable in their ovm surroundings.

Each has its own

purpose.
In reference to Gotshalk's statements pertaining
to decadent and primitive art, it might be assumed that
dance is capable of avoiding the excesses of both.

Great

dance can and indeed does possess the virtues of decadent
and primitive art.
Dance as an art, we may be sure, cannot die
out, but wi ll always be undergoing a rebirth, not
merely as an art, but also as a social custom; it
perpetually emerges afresh from the soul of the
people.21
20 G.\{ Gotshalk, Dance and the Socj_al Order, (Ne'i'T
York: Dover Public. Inc., 1962), p. 22LJ-.
21Have lock Ellis, The Dance of Life, (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924), p. 60.
&
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The Problem
The purpose o:f this study is to undertake a structlira l and functional analysis of the Igbin Dance, as performed by the Yoruba tribe in western Nigeria.
The Scone of the

Stu~

The problem is divided into two sections:
1. a. A structural analysis of the Igbin Dance, vli th spe-

cial reference to its mythological origins.
b. Notat ion of rhythmic factors related to the dance.
2. a. An

~nalysis

of the manifest functions of the Igbin

Dance.
b. An analysis of the latent function s of t he Igbin
Dance.
The Need f or the Study
The continent o:f Africa has provided the basi s for
many artistic tradi tions in numerous contemporary societies.

Some anthropologists have suggested that Africa is

the home of many artistic t:radi tions including 1J.ance s
which t=u"'e now claimed by other c ountries.

Rens.to Berger

't.Yri tes:
After the di sc overy of America , fl amenco - a
dance - became p opul ar in the south of Sp:stin in
Andalusia . This dance has its origin i n Afr iC<:1_n
de..nces as they ~rere danced in Brazi l , Cuba and
Haiti, i n the t~-.r elfth century, the epoch of the
.Almoravides vlhich stre t ched from Toledo to
Senega l , bore out the fact tha t Afric an d.::.u1c es
must have been i mported directly.22
22Renato Berger, ~Tigeria ri::~gazine, (T:Tigeria : :Mi:nistry.of Informa tion, 92 : !'! arc h 196'?), p. 8'7 .

10

The statement abov e is justified by Davis v1hen he

It is interesting to note that Porter follows
the same procedure as Turner in establishing the

Afri can base for Negro contributions to the handj_craf ts of Surinam, the pai nt ing and pottery of
Braz il, the painting of Hait i, the painting , music and dance of Cuba, the iron 1.vork s and pottery
of the old sout h in the United States and, above
al l, the American Negro spiritua ls and fol k songs. 23
Little reqearch has been attempted in the area of
:otati on and analysis of dances from the Yoruba tribe of
·. :c 3ter n Nigeria.
~ut hors

wri te about other subjects.

~h' elve- page
~o r uba

The dances are mentioned in passing when
Pierre Verg er in his

article on "Ejigbo Festival" - a traditional

f estival which is always dominated by the Igbin

iance - has only this to say about the dance:
The fi ghting stops and the crm•rd, surrounding the priest s with their precious loads, advances tovmrds the palace, vrhere Chief Elejigbo
comes forward, g·r eets the bearers, dances a few
steps as a sign of welcome.24
Onuora Nzekwu writ es a nine-page art icle 2 5 on

.
.-b
:. ·o 26 Danc1ng.

He describes the occasions on i•Thich the

t riba l dance s are performed and shows p i ctures of some of

-:e~roes

2 3John A. Davis, (Ed.) Africa- Seen by American
(Di jon : Imprimere Bourguignonni , 1958) p. 3.

. 11agaz
M
•
•
.
70 :
1erre verger, N"1ger1a
1ne
, ( N1ger1a:
Jep t . 1961), pp. 216-228.
24 p·

2~
-"Onu.ora

Jn .

1962 )~

Nzekiru , Nigeria Magazine, ( Ni geria: 73:
pp. 35-43.

26 Ibo is a tribe in Eastern Niger:i.a.
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the performing dancers.

He does not describe ho'v"r any of

the dances are performed.
The same omission is conspicuous in Oyin Ogtmba's
article 2 7 . and Robin Horton's article 28 on the "Agemo Cult
in Ij~buland" 2 9 and "A Festival for the \.J'ater Spirits in
the Niger Delta." respectively.

In the same magazine

several pages sho1v pictures of dancers taken during the
Eastern Nigeria Festival of the Arts.

The notation of the

dances are not included.
It is particularly relevant at this time that some
attempt is made to analyze and notate Yoruba dances.

Many

changes are taking place in the cultural pattern of
Western Nigeria and external influences are becoming mor e
obv ious.

Smythe \1I'ites:

They, the African elite, are directly or
indirectly \·! estern trained, and their ideas and
outlook a re much more 1.-iestern than were those of
the pre-World War II. Nigerian elite, vrhich vms
composed mainly of persons who belonged to families of hi gh status in the African traditional
social structure.30
Berger also writes: "It is the Christians who divided the dance int o sacred and profane, the latter they
rejected and forbade."3l

~ ·

2 7oyin Ogunba, Nigeria Magazine,(Nigeria: 86:
176~186).
'
28
· . Robin Ho r ton, Ni_ge ria lv:~gaziue, (Nigeria: 86:
187-198).
2
9Ij~buland is a section of Yoruba land. Ijebu
is a Yoruba subtribe.
?. 0H.H.Smythe, ~_l.le African Eli te in Nige ria
'lRenato Berger, Nigeria Magazine,(Nigeria :92:88).
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The forbidden dances vtill be forgotten and the accepted ones will be polluted further if some attempt at
notation is not made now.

As a matter of fact, truly au-

thentic indigenous dances are rare.
hunt for them.

The researcher must

I-1ost of the common dances have been

adapted for the stage and their original form is in danger
of being lost.
There is therefore an urgent need "for this study.
It is hoped that this thesi s "td ll lay the foundation for
further research.
The Basic Assumptions of the

Stud~

Several assumptions were made concerning the
study.

These assumptions are as follows:

l. Dance is a universal form of expression.

It is a medi-

um vlhich al lows man to fulfill and understand his relationships, both with his gods and with other men.
2. A deep and fundamental relationship exists between the
...

mythological origins of the Igbin Dance, and the structure of the dance itself.

3. It is assumed that a relationship does exist between

..

the structure of the Igbin Dance and the Yoruba culture.
Lj.•

External influences are affecting the beliefs of the

" ceremony.
participants in the Igbin

This is both

structurally and functi Gnally significant.
Definiti ons
To clarify certain terms used in the discussion,
which may be misunderstood, or require interpretation ,

13
there follows a list of terms with their definitions:
'I'ER11S

Structure - The orderly arrangement of parts.
Hanifest Frmction - The recognized and intended consequences of dance within the Yoruba tribe.
Latent FUJ.J.ction - The unintended and unrecognized consequences of the dance within the Yoruba tribe.

These

consequences are inferred by the observer.
Dys function - The consequences of the dance that have no
direct bearing to or adverse effects on the dance.
Rel igion - A system of ritual and belief.

Included in

this are magico-religious beliefs and myths.
Social ]'unc tions - The economic, political and. kinship inst i tutions. i. e . the formal social organi zation exi sting within the Yoruba tribe, excluding the religious
observances.
Obatala- A mythical messenger of God Almighty, Ql<[run.
\

An

'\

\

ori~a

of high rank responsible for the creation of

the earth and the molding of human figures.

He is

generally referred to as the sculptor divinity.
'

~

- This is charm contained in a big pot covered with
v.rhite cloth.

It is supposed to give sanction to all

the things that the king does.
LHUTATIONS
1. At this time fev.r Yoruba dances h ave been notated.
2. Even the simplest dances require l engthy anc.tlys is.

Chapter 2
THE PROCEDURE
The procedure of the thesis t"ias:
1.

An account of the mythological foundations of the Igbin
Dance.

As much as possible the investigator used the

available references i-Thic·h were noted in the thesis.
Thesis references, coupled t'li th t;he investiga.tor' s experience justify the accuracy of the accot.mt.

The in-

vestigator has been a member of the Yoruba tribe.

He

also grmv up in the environment v!here the rituals "vvere
performed.
2. The notation of the Igbin

Dance~

The California Folk

Dance Association system of notation 1>1as used.

It was

considered the easiest to understand and the most commonly used method of folk dance notationo

The inv esti-

gator \'lorked with people \'Tho are experts in the field
of dance.
The method of notation in this thesis was approved
'by the California Folk Dance Association.

T\'10 of the

danc.es v-rere pub lished i n the University of the Pacific
Summer Folk Dance Syllabus, 1969.

3. A systematic account of:
a. the people participating

14

15
b. the c:nlookers
c. the type of interaction between the performers and
the audience
d. the rate of interaction betvreen the performers .a nd
the audienc e
e. changes in the interactions mentioned above between
the performers and the audienc e
f. the description of the location of the people, such
as the

chief~

the elders, kinsmen, wives, and chi ld-

ren is in structural terms. i.e. locating the people
in their inter-connected social statuses.
The description of the group affiliation as in 3.f.
above provides clues to the functions of the dance. Therefore the structural description of the participant s in the
activities, i.e. the Igbin Dance, provides the hypothesis
for subsequent functional interpretation.
This section of the thesis relied on the observation and the participation of t4e investigator in the ceremonies.

He saw the ceremony performed more than fifteen
''
'
,.,
time s in different cities, such as Ejigbo, ~d~, O gbomq~9,
\

\

O~o gb o

'

\

and Qba.

/

The arrangements oT the spectators were

common to all occasions when the members of the Yoruba
tribe gathered for a ceremonial occasion.

16

THE APPROACH
A fnnctional analysis demands a clarification of
the different conceptions of "function."

A tendency ex:... -

ists to confine observations to the positive contributions
of items of behavior to the social or cultural system.
There is also a tendency to confuse the subjective category of motives which proceeds from the individual with
the objective category of fnnction which is an observable
item.

In order to eliminate these confusions the appro-

priate conceptual distinctions must be made.
The first problem calls for a concept of multiple
consequences and a net balance of an aggregate of them.
Functions are those observed consequences which make for
the adaptation or adjustment of a given system, in this
case, the Yoruba society.

Dysfunctions are the observed

consequences which lessen the adaptation or adjustment of
a system.

There also exists the possibility of non-

functions which are those items of behavior irrelevant to
the syst em under consideration.
The second problem introduces the conc eptual distinction between the subjective category of motive and
objective category of fnnction.

I1anifest functions are

the ob jective consequences contributing to adjustment or
adaptation of a system.
by the participants.

They are intended and recognized

Latent fnnctions are the objective

c onsequences whi ch are neither intended nor recognized by
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the participants.

To illustrate these points Merton

writes:
... Thus the Hopi ceremonials designed to
produce rain abundantly may be labeled a superstitious practice of primitive folk and that
is assumed to conclude the matter. (This is
the manifest function of the ceremony.) It
should be noted that this in no sense accounts
for the group behavior •.• Given the concept of
latent function, however, we are reminded that
this behavior may perform a function for the
group, although this function may be quite remote from the ·avowed purpose of the behavior.
The concept of latent function extends the observer's attention beyond the question of
whether or not the behavior attains its avowed
purpose.l
It can therefore be explained that the manifest
function is the function the performers believe the ceremony will produce.
is immaterial.

Whether the function is served or not

The latent function is that which the ob-

servers see the ceremonies perform.
To understand the culture of a group of people the
two types of functions should be considered, but emphasis
should be laid on the manifest functions.

D.F.Pocock

justifies this \vhen he writes:
One must learn a culture as one learns a
language and not impose upon the mere appearances the significance which they might have
in one 's 01~ society.2
1 RoK.Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure,
(New York: The Free Press - A division of the I'lacMi llan
Co. 1967), p. 64.
2 s.F.Pocock, Social Anthropolop,-y, (London: Sheed
and Yard, 1961), p. 55.

Chapter 3
THE MYTHOLOGICAL li'OlJNDATIONS OF · THE IGBIN DANCE
.,

'

Igbin dance is performed during the yearly Qbatala
festival.

The Yoruba believe in an Almighty God whom they

call 9l?rtm.

Qlqrun is believed to be so mighty that

huma:."1 beings are unworthy and too .feeble to approach Him
directly.

They choose therefore to worship Him through

" ~ ' l
intermediaries, godlings, spirits or angels, called orl~a.
There are about one thousand four hundred of them. 2 Each

orisa has a priest or priestess who interprets the Almight y God's wi shes and demands through the orisa.
The orisas are regarded as ·divinities and they are
chosen by the Almighty God in different categories.

The

"angel 11 category is the most highly honored and respected
for they h av e direc t contact with Ql<?run at the beginning.
Others come about as the worship of notable and heroi c
ancestors.

The Yoruba believe in life after deatho

rhe

1

spirit of the departed is believed to be capable of int;er-

.

ceding bet\.lre en Olorun
and man.
.

Some unusual phenomena

such as large bodies of Hater, large mountains, trees and.
1 samu e l Jolmson, !he History of_ the Yorubas, (Lagos
Nigeri a : C. M.S. Bookshop, 1960), p. 26.
.
')

c.Bolaji Ido1tru, Olodumare, God in Yo r uba _}3elir:;f',
London: Longmans Green & Co., 1962), p. 55.
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long e stab lished incomprehensible things like the snn, the
moon, the rain etc. are worshipped.

Qbatala is in the

"ang el" rank.
Qbatala means the big, arch or king orisa.

He is

often referred to as the father of the other ori~as.3
ori~a

The

is \vorshipped by different to\mships under different

a pp e lations, e.g.
\

Ori~aoko

He is called

\

'

Ori~a
'1.

at Oko; Ori~akire at Ikire;
. , ,
,,
'
O r l ~ a egun at Egun; Ori~arowu at 01ru;
Ori~ apo po

at

Ogbom9~9

'\
Oluofin at "Iwofin;
...

/

Ori~ ag iyan
Ori~ajaye

' \ 4
and Qbatala at Oba.

at Ejigbo;

,, ,

at Ijaye;

Oral tradition

.

h a s it t h a t Olor
. ' un sent Obatala to create the dry land on
t he wat ery \·Taste of the 'l.'lorld.
the world at the

begin~ing.

That was the condit ion of

Bec ause the work was well

d one , Ql<?rlm made Qbat a la the sculp tor-di v inity to mould
t he physical fea tures of man.

The duty of put t ing li f e

i nt o the moulds is r etained by Ql9run.5
The sculptor- d ivi ni ty has be en giv en the
pre rogative to create as h e choose s so h e mak es
man of shapely and def or med feat ure s. The htunpback, t he cripp l e , the a lbino and t h e dwarfs are
r egarded to b e sp ecial marks of his prerogat ive ,
either signi fyi n g his d i s pl ea s tiTe a t the breach
of some 11 tabu rr or to s h ov-1 t h at he could do as he
iJ_ l•

koo 6·
. \.. V U ~

-~~------·

3Bola ji I dowu, Ol odumare , (London: Longmo.n s,

1962), p. 71&

0
. 4 ,::;,amu
e 1 Johnson, The Histor y, (Lago s : C. I·'l. S ..

1960) ' p .

27.

s.B ~ ..
·'.- o.L a JJ.,

o.

ci t ., p. 19.

6 I bl. d. , p. 71.
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Qbatala is therefore regarded as a co-worker with Ql9run.7
Qbatala represents to the Yoruba the idea
of ritual and ethical purity. Immaculate Nhiteness is of ten associated with him - this
s ymbolises 'holiness' and 'p~rity'. He is
pictured as an ancient clothed in Hhite and
bedecked ·Hith white ornaments. His temple,
especially on the inside, is white 'i>.Jashed; his
emblems are to be kept in white containers and
consist among other thing s of I>.Jh i te chalk, and
·vrhi te beads; his priests and priestesses are 8
robed in white and they 1vear white ornaments.
Qbatala festival is always at the beginning of the
rains,9 early in March.

The priests, priestesses and
'\

./

other votaries clothe .themselves in white and carry "i~an"
wru1ds of atori wood, 10 p artially peeled in a spiral form.
The old ones among them carry walking sticks and umbrellas.
These are parts of the dance costumes.
During the festival, a crmr.ld gathers
ne a r the grove ar ound the. shrine. A great
fir e is lit , and ev erybody I.>.Jants to go through
t h e t hic k smok e wh i ch rises from it. The
smoke on anyone indi cates god's blessings.
The vwrshippers bring calabashes and baskets
cont a ining food of ferings and lay them before
the shrine .ll
The dancers are led by the priest; and everyone
dances separately behind him.
'i~an'

Each dancer carries his

or wal king stick or umbrella perpendicularly; hold?samuel Johnson, The History~(Lagos: C. r·1 .S. 1960),

P• 27.

8 Bolaji Idowu, Olodumare,(London: Longmans, 1962),

p. 73-

9

Pie r re Verger, Ni g eria Ma gazine ,( Nigeria:70:208).
10Atori is a fl exible plant, remark able for its
touglli"'les s . I t is used for bovv-s and whips, etc.
11v er g er, op. cit., pG 212.
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ing it loosely a-G the bot-tom with both hands.

As the

·dance progresses the bottom of the isan is pushed away
from the body and pulled back again to the rhythm of the
music.
Before the dancers start dancing, they must pay
courtesy to the king.
position in the crowd.

He is present and given a prominent
~rhey

also pay courtesy to the

drummers and to those who are older than they are.

As the

dancers dance round the circular space left in the center,
they dance low when they get to l.'lhere the older people ai·e
in the crowd.

And when they get to where the younger

people are t;hey dance high.
The king dances first.

He and his retinue are led

by the chief priest.
of an.

i~an

He dances just a few steps. Instead
·~
' \ \
he carries an ''irulc~r~", a decorated cow tail.

This is a symbol of his high royal office.

He waves it at

those 1.·1hom he likes.
After the king, the priests and the male votaries
dance.

Then the profes sional dancers are allowed to dance.

I t is after the professional dancers that the priestesses
lead the women votaries in their own dance.

It then comes

the turn of the grateful votaries to dance.

They are

grateful for diverse reasons.

During the year they might

have had the children they as ked Qbatala for during the
previous festivals; they might have profit in trade; they
might inherit . properties, etc.

At the beginning of thei!'

dance they carry their vows to the shrine.

rrhe vows may
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range fr·m offering of material goods to the sacrifice of
2..

child to Obatala.

In future the child will grow to be

an Obatala :priest .

The next dancers comprise a set asking for favors
from Obatala during the following year.
their own sacrifice and prayer.

Time is given for

At the end, to\1ards even-

ing, the participants dance to the king's palace.

In the

pal ace the king dances a few steps before he goes i nto the
hou s e.

The others then dance to the chief priest's house

wh ere they disband after a few minutes of dance .
P~

interesting aspect of the drumming and dancing

is the chanting of praises in honor of Obatala and his
priests.

\..J'omen, als o dressed in whit e and carrying long

ator5. v.J'ands do this.

The chants are always full of pro-

ver bs and fi gures of speech in which Yoruba language is
rich.

J n example of what is sung in the dance is recorded

in Chapter 4-.
An important aspect of the festival is the pseudo-viars

Before the big ceremony v.rhich involves the dance,

t'lvo c ity compounds have to face each other in a :pseudowar.

They meet in the market place in the morning and

beat one another; and many times they beat on the ground
with the isan, the remnant of which is carried in the
afternoon dur ing the dance.

·The "battle" lasts for about

three ho :rs during which time the chief priest and priestess and their helpers pass through the fighters unharmed
to the Obatala s acred grove which is abou·t one mi le ar-ray
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from the c ity .
The fighting stops when the priests appear on
their way back carrying the "a~E} 11 , authority, of the orisa
-vlith them.

The ase is taken to the palace v.rhe re it is

supposed to remain for three lunar months.

The fighters

form a procession to the palace behind the priests and
move back to the grove for the celebration. 12
At Bahia in Brazil, in South America, where
many descendants of former Yoruba slaves live,
1,rho have faithfully kept the traditions of their
ancestors, festivals take place yearly. A comulete
cycle
is devoted to Obatala,
also
called
..... ,
'
,..
.
'
"
Or1~anla, the great ori~a or Osala ••• atori 'tvands
peeled spirally as at Ejigbo (a Yoruba town where
Osala is still worshipped devotedly in Nigeria ),
are given to the priests and to the principal
dignitaries of the shrine where the Afro-Brazilian
ceremony is held. The initiates of the shrine
turn three times around the room and when they
pass in front of the religious priests the latter
give them a light blovT 1vith the.i r wands. They in
turn with their o1tm l'rands hit the crovrd pressing
around the ceremonial dance. The most extraordinary thing is that this ceremony takes ~la ce in
Bahia at about the same time as in Ejigbo. This
is not a mere coincidence but shows how ancient
traditions have been faithfully observed, in
both places, across distance and the years.l3
')

,;

\.

It should be noted that the Yoruba country and the
Bahia area in Brazil enjo;y· the same type of climate.
are both in the same latitude.

They

If the festival is cele-

brated at the beginning of the rains, the time will almost
be identical in both places.

12p.1erre Verger, N'1p;er1a
• nagaz1ne,
M
•
(l'r~1ger
•
•
1_a:

70:209).

l3Pierre Verger, Nigeria Magazine~ (Nj.geria:
70:217).
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Diagram 1
Arrangement of the People at the Igbin Dance
1- The Shrine
c.-·
" The Priests
3- The Drwnmers
4- The Old Hen

5- The King and his Retinue

6- The Children under six y ears

7-

The Iyalode, Woman king

8- The Yo1.mg 'f"Ien
9- Boys 6 to 18 years
10- Girls 6 to 14 years
11- Young \-!omen
12- Old women
13- The Priestesses
14-Dancing Aren~

Chapter

L~

NOTAT ION OF THE IGBIN DANCE
A Structural Analysis of the Igbin Dance
The most usual organization of onlookers and :participants is indicated in Diagram 1.

People tend to stay

together according to their age and according to their
status.

The key to understanding the organization is re-

spect.

Anyone who lacks this shows dishonor to his family.

The younger members of the gathering must guard what they
say-and do when older people are nearby.

Younger men can-

not join in the conversation of the older ones unless they
are invited.

And vlhen they are invited to join, they must

show appreciation.

Women must be inv ited to join in the

conversation of the men.
The priests, who are always elderly men, are
joined by middle-aged apprentices, and they sit down on
knitted mats in front of a small hut which harbors the
shrine.

The priestesses 'llvho are also old but also have

the qualities of being both virtuous and devoted, sit
in like manner to the right side of the priests.

do~m

Both the

priests and the priestesses sit in smaller groups organized according to their age groups, the elderly priests
and priestesses being slightly apart from their young
apprentices.
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Approximately ten drummers, along with their apprentices and admirers sit to the left of the priests.
The drummers themselves have a special relationship to the
ceremony itself, and have received full and careful training.

Igbin drums are not made for common everyday per-

formances.

They are only used during the Igbin ceremony .

The occasion also affords a chance for the drummers' apprentices to practice the simple rhythms of the music.
Next to the drummers the compound chiefs and the
old men flank the king on both sides.

In a big city vrhere

there are compound chiefs and the 'Oluwo' or the Ifa
priest, 1 the arrangement is always in this pattern: the
king on a high chair in the middle of his ministers, the
Qtunba 2 sits on a lm'l'er chair to his right, and the Jagun3
sits on another lower chair on his left.

The Oluwo sits

next to the Otunba and the other comp ound chiefs take
their positions according to the importance attached to
t h eir compounds in the city.

The old men then flank the

chiefs on both sides of the king.

The king's wives sit

dmm. on mats in front of him with their heads uncovered .
" / 4 is present she sits prominently on a stool
If the 'Iyalode

1This priest tells th~ future to t;he king.

2Prime-minister equivalent. The 'right hand' of
the king .
3The field marshal, leader in battle.
IJ..

· ~loman

council.

• f
ch1e
•

Female representative in the king's
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among the old i'Tomen.
Next to the old men stand the young men i'lhose ages
range from twenty to forty years.

Young boys from about

five to eighteen or nineteen years stand next in the
circle.

In this group the boys tend to stand close to

those of their oHn age range.

It is usual to see school

boys together and those above twelve years of age togethen.
Next to the section of boys is the section of
girls who arrange themselves in a similar manner to the
boys.

Their ages range betv;een six and fifteen years.

The marriageable young ladies and the recently married
women come next to these girls.
the.circle.

The old women complete

They have the priestesses to their left and

the young women to their right.

Children under six years

of age sit down in the front of the old men and women.
The open space at the center is left for dancing.
The dancers participate in groups according to their age
and status.
The king -vri th his ornamented cow tail in his hand
dances first.

He is joined in his dance by his 1vives and

the compound chiefs.

The king dances a

from his chair and back.

fe1r1

steps away

His followers dance to the front

o.f the pr iests and dance back to their places.

As they

pass in front of the drummers, the dancers wave their
loosely clenched fists to them in greetings.

In the front

of the priests they kneel dovm and the priests utter a
prayer for them.
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An example of such prayer foll ows :

' 9
Obatala yio gbe
A sf eyi

T'

/

0 \110

S

amqdun

I

t' omo
. 1' a

J

0

fi

Din din din 1' a b'

chu

Din din din 1' a b'

61a
.

Aye a

Y~

Aye re a

0

S

/'

I

emi .i .

0
/

·
O"JU

r'
/

Aye re a r'ire

.

' ' bi omi afovruro pon • 5
Aye re a toro
.

Ase.
Obatala will be on your side
11ay you celebrate like this next festival
Then may you be richer in money and children
Great people are ahvays gorgeous
Rich people too are always gorgeous
The world wil l be pleasant for you
Your world vlill be peaceful
Your 'l.vorld \<Till i'li tness good things
Your 1-·TOrld 1.-vill be clear like stream water drm·m
in the early morning.
Amen.
The prayer is meant f or the king vrhom they represent in
front of the chief priest.

At the end of the prayer they

dance back to their places.

p.

73.

5Bolaji Idmru,Olodumare, God in Yoruba Belief,
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The priests dance after the king.

The chief

priest leads the group by walking to the king and greeting
him.

He also greets the drummers.

other priests in the dance.

Then he leads the

All move in the counterclock-

lvise direction.
In front of the old women the chief priest motions
to the dancers to dance 'low' in greeting.
remove their head ties and kneel
ment of the priests' salutation.

do~Vn

The old -v10men

low ·in acknowledg-

The priests dance 'high'

in front of the young women, the girls, the boys and the
young men.
ment.

These age groups bow down once in acknowledg-

The old men are treated as the old women, but in

acknowledgment the men remove their caps and put them on
again.

In front of the king the dancers progress slowly

allo\,ring time for the king to appreciate their dance.

He

waves his cow-tail at them to assure them of his satisfaction.

The priests then dance to their seats passing in

front of the drummers and again greeting them.
The priestesses dance next.

The chief priestess

goes through the same formality as the chief priest did
with greetings.

In the front of the king, however, she

uncovers her head, kneels down and rolls herself on the
ground first to the right and then to the left.
g oes back to lead the others in the dance.

She then

Dancing 'low'

and dancing 'high' are repeated in front of older and
younger spectators respectively.

They also dance for a

longer period of time in front of the king .
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The old men who are willing to dance may dance
next.

But as each goes into the dancing space he

prostrates himself in front of the king.
the drummers and greets them.
that the dance can begin.
individual.

He then vralks to

It is only at this point

The dance itself is essentially

The first to go in may lead the group.

Or it

may happen that the groups are scattered all over the
arena.

In the latter case individual improvisation is em.--

loyed, each dancer creating his own steps spontaneously.
In front of the priests and those older than
themselves the dancers must dance 'lovv'.
loosely clenched fists at them.

The crowd waves

In front of younger spec-

tators they dance 'high' and the crowd returns a salutation by bm·iing.
The professional dancers may dance after the old
men.

Each of these dancers prostrates himself before the

king, bo1vs to the drummers, and assumes the lmee-full-bend
position in front of the priests who pray for him.
As the professional dancers dance the spectators
offer money to them.

The money is displayed by the

dancers by sticking it to their foreheads.

They are ex-

pected to share this money with the drummers later.

The

professional dancer ha s more variati ons in his movements
than

th~

nonprofessional d_ancers and his foot patterns are

more intricate.

The dance of the nonprofessional.is no-

tated on page 34.
After the professional dancers, the young men may
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dancew

They follow the same routine of greetings as the

others before them.
Those who wish to give offerings to Obatala come
next to dance.

The offerin gs are carried in baskets, cala-

bashes and in earthen plates and bowls.

They are carried

directly to the priests in front of the shrine.
priest prays for them.

The chief

After this short ceremony, they

all go to the king to kneel down and roll from side to
side.

They also greet the drummers before they start

dancing round the arena.

They follow the same routine of

dancing 'low' and 'high' in appropriate places.

Other

young women can join them in the dance.
At the end of their dance the ceremony is over on
that spot.

The drlimmers lead the way carrying and playing

light er drums and some of the priests including the chief
priest follmv to the palace.

The priestesses follm·T and

the other priests follow after them.
chiefs come nex t.

The king and his

The old men allow the old women to stay

in the middle and they follow after the chiefs.

Other

spectators flank the procession at both sides vThere the
road is wide enough. 6 At the palace the king and his
chiefs dance a few steps and go inside.
The drummers lead the remaining crowd to the chief
priest's house; dancing continues before the ceremony
finally comes to a close.

From here the spectators return

6see diagram 2 on page 33.

..
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to their homes.
During the dance at the shrine the boys and girls
vlb.o

want to dance go behind the crowd to dance.

It is not

an uncommon sight to see small crowds gather to watch and
participate Hith the young ones.
\-!hen dancers dance v;ell the drummers increase the
tempo and the intensity of the rhythm.

The chief drummer

sometimes goes out with his drum to lead the dancers.
This happens particularly with the professional dancers in
the Igbin dance.

The crowd shouts with joy and claps

their hands for the dancers.

As stated earlier, it is at

such moments that spectators give gifts to the dancers.
The gifts are usually money, garments and je'l.vels or ornaments.

?

./

.......
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Di agram 2
Arrangement of the People on the Way to the Palace

~

1- The Drummers
2- The Priests
3- The Priestesses

4- The King and His Retinue
5- The Old I"Ien

6- The Old Women
7- Young Spectators
\.).j

\..'J
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The Dance Notation
Introduction
. Obatala is the Yoruba arch orisa ( godling ) connected with the creation of the earth.
as age-old and of great importance.
with Qlqrun, God Almighty.

He is regarded

He is a co-worker

He moulds human beings and

Ql9run gives them the 'breath of life.'
Qbatala is worshipped annually at the beginning of
the rains.
ceremony.

The Igbin dance is part of the 1:mrship
The votaries dress in vrhi te during the

v1orship.
Record
Phillips PF 383-350

9batala, are distributed by

Badej9 Stores, Ibadan, Western .Nigeria for about $3. 00
each .
Time
4/4

Fairly slow

Formation
Free. Single dancers may start anyv1here, but follow in a group behind the priest or leader.

Spec;;.. :

tators by custom, group according to ages, forming a
circle, leaving the center free for the dancers.

The

general body posture is maintained, exc ept when the
prie st passes the elders.

Here he motions the dancers

to dance 'low' for a few steps, in courtesy to acknovlledge and honor them.

As he passes the young, he
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again motions to the dancers.
'high' for a few steps .

This time they dance

The young spectators courtesy

back by bowing once to the dancers.
Steps ·
Step, together, step, hold pattern, progressing
diagonally right and left.

Variations are on the

placement of each foot in the pattern.
are easy and flowing.
v-rith eac.h step.

All patterns

Arm and body movements change

All patterns may be used simultane-

ously by any of the dancers, since this is an individual dance.
Body and Arms
Walking stick, cane, or umbrella, held in starting
position, perpendicular to the floor with both hands
close together at the lower end, either hand on top,
forearms parallel to the floor.

Push the bottom of

the stick m,ray on counts 1 & 3 and pull it back on
counts 2 & 4 with a continuous easy, flowing motion.
The whole body leans to the right \'lhen moving diagonally left, and sways left when moving diagonally
right.
General
Slight bend from waist, hips back, slight lmee
bend.

Correct position is as if one is starting to

sit down.
Elder
Lower body about one inch more by bending at the
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lmees and i-raist.
The Young
A little more erect than general, but still not
straight.
Abbreviations
diag.

diagonal

fwd

fori-rard

bkw

backward

R

right

L

left

ct

count

wt

weight

ccw
cw

counterclockwise
clockwise

=~====~==============================================~=====

Basic
Diag fwd step R (ct 1), close L (ct 2),
Step R (ct 3), Close L heel to R ankle, wt on R
(ct 4)
Knees slightly bent for smooth flowing movement .
Repeat to diag L reversing pattern.
Direction changes easily as priest leads the group
COW around the spectators' circle.

An individual

dancer has the freedom to turn CCW, bkvr, fwd when
he wishes, but he remains behind the priest.

Be-

cause of this, the dancer's relative position constantly changes within the group.
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Note:

Body and arm movements as above.
Stick is directed towards R \vhen traveling
R and L \.rhen traveling L.

Variation 1 - The Drag
Diag fwd R (ct 1), drag L t o close (ct 2 )
Step R (ct 3) , drag L 'h eel toR ankle, wt on R
(ct 4 )
Drag should be heavy, as if arms and foot are
pulling something heavy to the body with resistance.

The tension i .s apparent .

Reverse pattern to the diag L.
Note:

The simultanious pull-in of the stick t o R
side and drag of the R foot should emphasize
the tension when moving L.

Reverse to

move R.
Variation 2 - .S]2ring
All steps on the ball of foot.
Diag R, step R (ct 1), close L ( ct &),
Step R (ct 2)' close L (ct &) ,
Step R (ct 3), close L (ct & ) ,
Step R (ct 4)' close L heel to R (ct &)
S:12ecial Note:

The same distance is traveled as in
the basic to maintain rhythm.

Reverse pattern t o L.
Vari ation 3 - Cross
Diag R, step R (ct 1), cross Lin front of R
( ct 2),
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Step R (ct 3), Close L heel to Rankle Ht remains
R, (ct 4-).

Reverse pattern to L.
The Pillythm Notation
Igbin is the name given to a set of four drums
used in the Obatala cult.
beaten while standing.

They a r e heavy wooden drums,

Oral tradition has it that Obatala

1-.ras fond of dancing and his 1vives7 always sang and clapped
for him . . He later made a drum for each of the four of
them.

He called the drums by his wives' names: Igbin,

Iyaagan, Keke, and Afere.
Igbin drum gives the basic rhythm in the recording
used in the notation.

\,.Jhere there are ac cents in the ·

rhythm the beats are heavy and muffled.

The drum is

beaten with the hands.
A tape recording of the music is submitted with
the thesis.

--------·-------7Ulli Beier. "Three Igbin Drums from Igbomina,"
Nigerj. a I1agazine. ( Nigeria. No . 78, Sept. 1963).
·
Ii any authors agree tha t Obatala was a monogamist.
Ulli
Beier ' s source of information needs inves·tigation.
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The Basic Rhythm
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The songs that accompany Yoruba music and dance
are always indicative of the occasions.

The song notated

below is. taken from a cultural play by Duro Ladipo, a

..

notable Yoruba playv;right and actor, reputed for his authentic indigenous productions.
Phillips PF

383-350 Obatala.

It is recorded on

A taped recording of the

music and song accompany this thesis.
Obatala - Yoruba Version
\.

All:

Qg~g<f, igi agunla ( tv-Tice)

Qbatala g' 9g~g~ o, igi 9r9 1' o ma gun o
Solo:

Qg~g~

If~

de o, igi agunla n'

o o

Qbatala g'

9 g~g~

i g i 9la 1' o gun.

~nit'

0 g'

? g~g~

igi gla 1' o gun.

Qbatala g'

~g~g~

igi igi agunla n' Ife o,

Akinlolufa qmq Ak~ye: ti da 'jo ori igi ni,
'
Ekuku,
Of'idakq'la f' e esan.
'\

~ri ndil'o gun

l'a a lo 'bani 'le Olufon:

Bi a ba jo m~jq lb~r~,
' .
K' a jo m~jq iduro;
;

Ti a ba jo t' il~ tan
A o

All:

19

re e jo t' '~ gi ni.

Olumq,

k~

9g~g~,

igi agunla (twice)

Obatala g'

1' a gba r? n' ile Oluf<,?n•

9g~g~

o, igi 9r9 1' o ma gun o

Solo: Qbatala, oni 'nu funftm ,
/

~vru

Obatala, rna a gb' ohun e:nu

.

IDJ.

funfun,

..
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I

I.

Oorolu 'mq

\

\

Ak~l9w~,

.

.

Ade lowe,
. ma a wa gbo 9m9

Ak~y~

ti da 'j9 ori igi.

Omo Kemberi e ma de 'sa Oluf9n;
Akinlolufa mu ni se
'•

\

Gb9gb9 mu ni f
Ti mba
N~ o

1'~ni

~bo

ni,

'

1

Orisa 1' Ire.
I

nle,

ma a sun l' ekan.

Bi mba 1' eop n1~,
Mama a ji 'la n' funfun;
'1.
'
Ma rin 'hoho
ma lq

Qg~g~,

All:

ba1uw~.

igi agunla (twice)

Qbatala g'

9g~ g~

o, igi oro l' 0 ma gun o

Solo: Qg~g~ d~, i gi agun1a n' If~ o
Obatala g'

9g~g~,

.

9gc::g~,

Obat a la g'

i gi agUn.la n' Ife

0

i gi agunla n' lfe.
. ' ......
Orisa nla o, a 1.....
agogo
OJe o,
•

All:

Omo oje lala, o be lala, 0 bi lola.
Obatala

English

Trfu~slation

.. .

All:

Ogege is a tree which makes one wealthy if one
can climb it. 8

.

Obatala climbs ogege; it is a tree of riches he
climbs.

8

9g~ g ~ is a large shrub, imp os sib l e for human
beings to climb. Obatala is meant to be supernatural.
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Solo:

Qg~g~

is here, a tree of wealth in Ife. 9

Qbatala climbs

9g~g~;

it is a tree of wealth he

. climbs.
Anyone who climbs

qg?g~,

climbs a tree of \vealth.

Qbatala climbs qg~g~, a tree of vrealth in Ife.
Akinlolufa 10 the son of Akeye 11 vTho has his
judgment seat on the tree;
\,.

'\

Ekuku, who uses a sword for carving marks on
.1 12
sna~ s.
There are sixteen danQes in Olufqn's house. 1 3
We dance eight while bending down,
We dance eight vlhile standing u:p.
we finish dancing at home,

~men

He will go and dance on the farm.

.

Olumo,
All:

9g~g~

lL~

.

Boom! sounds the gun in Olufon's house.

is a tree which makes one wealthy if one

9Ife is Ile Ife, the acclaimed original city of
the Yorubas.
10Akinlolufa, a great being and owner of Ife, god
of divination. It is another name for Obatala.
11Akeye is 'ako eye', a male bird; king of the
birds. 12
Tribal marks are made vlith small sharp lmives.
Ikuku or Obatala makes the marks on snails 1.vi th the sword.
1 3olufon is the king of Ifon, a Yoruba city,
another title for Obatala. The dances refer to the steps
and vari ati ons in the Igbin dance. The worshippers observe the festival in the city and go to the farms to
round it up. They live mainly on the farms.
1401umo (Olu- omo) the sculptor divinity is another
title for Obatala.
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can climb it.
Obatala climbs

?g~g~;

it is a tree of riches he

climbs.
Solo: 9batala, god t-Ii th white inside and white ·
garments; 1 5
9batala, please, listen to me:
'
'
Oorolu, the son of Akelowe,
.

.

/

/

.

.

Adelowe,
. please, be listening.
The son of

Ak~yy

\vho judges on the tree

.

Omo
. Kemberi, 16 do not think little of Olufon.

.

Akinlolufa al-v.rays offers his belittlers as
sacrifices.
Gb?gb9 1 7 sacrifices then to the Orisa at Ir~. 18
If I have a mat at home,
I wi ll sleep on bare ground;
If I have red palm oil at home,
I will eat my soup white.
I will 1va lk naked to the bathroom.
All:

9 g~g~

is a tree which makes one wealthy if one

can climb it.
Obatala climbs

?g~g~;

it is a tree of riches he

l5\Jhi te in this context signifies sacredness and
purity.

16Kemberi is used to designate inhabitants of

Northern Nigeria. It means 'stranger' in this context.
1
7Gbo gbo is another n ame for Obatala.
18
Ir~ i~ a ci ty in Yorubaland:
The i dea of having thing s and not us ing them
s hows the prerogative Qbatala has ov er the moulding of
humans.

climbs.
The arch

ori~a who uses a silver bell!l9

He is mighty, He is great!

l9Silver bell is one of the music producing
for the Igbin dance.

~s t r uments

Chapter 5
RESULTS

FUNCTIONS OF THE IGBIN DANCE
l'Ianifest Functions
Igbin dance is performed at the beginning of the
..-·

rains during the -vmrship of Obatala or O;risanla, the arch
orisa and co-\vorker with God Almighty.

He moulds human

be ings in readiness for God's "breath of life".

Qbatala's

status gives him the reputation that he may plead with God
on behalf of man for almost anything.
Dry season is the period when many people fall
sick \vi th infectious and contagious disease s, such as tub erculosis and small pox.

At this time the blowing wind

co.uses the dust to rise.

The sudden change of weather at

the beginning of the rains makes many patients' conditions
more severe.

Some even die.

Such conditions are b e lieved

to be brought about by the spirit of the rains.
Qbatala is worshippe d at this time to ask him to
plead 'tvith God, to give health to the sick and save the
dying, especially the elderly ones.
It is a t this time too tha t plants produce new
leaves and ne·H crops are planted.

Obatala
i s asked to
•

bles s the crops with adequate r a ins to make them produce a
L~5
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rich har v es t.

A delicate balance exists between too

little and too much rain.

The most important factor, is

that the rains should come at the time 1vhen they are
needed.

Obatala is believed to be able to regulate this

with God.
The rainy season is believed to be the time of
fertility in plants as well as in human beings.

Obatala

in his 1vorship, is asked to bless the women \·Ji th children.
As he is also the moulder of human physical bodies; he is
also asked to mould beautiful bodies for the babies that
are going to be born.

This accounts for v.1hy nevdy married

women, those vlho are pregnant and those v.rho vlish for children participate in the vmrship with gifts an.d

VOi>TS.

There is so great a trust in the Orisa that the
devotees can find no fault in him.

Instead thG faults are

laid at the doors of the worshippers.

For example a mar-

ried woman asks for a baby but she does not have one.
Reasons ranging from her not living in harmony \vi th her
neighbo r s to her being unfaithful to her husband may be
civen.

I f enough rains do not f a ll for a rich h a rvest

various reasons are advanced.

For ·examp le it may be said

tha.t certa in ancestors are not pleased v.ri th the tribe and
. so t h ey '"'i thhold the rains.

It may even b e said that the

s a cri fices to t h e gods wer e not enough .

If r a in falls

l a t er than Oba tala predicted the latene ss is caus ed by him
for a good reason wh ich may be tha t he n e eds some other
s acrifi ces or tha t he is not satisfied with some of his
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1vorshippers.

"The cripple 1 the humpback, the dwarfs, and

the albinos are regarded as special marks of his prerogatives."1
Latent Functions
_t\n independent observer vlho speculates and asks
·'

questions about what he sees may give the latent functions
of the Igbin dance to be the following:
The worship and the dance facilitate the gathering
of

~he

family, the clan and the townspeople.

Much time and

effort are devoted to the preparation of the c eremony .
During the period families tend to gather clo ser to one
another.

The sick people need others near them to care

for them.

The husband and his wife, or vlives try to reach

a better understanding

"~~'Ti th

on e another.

relations are invited to the ceremony.

Often distant
Many people vtho

live on the farms go to the city for the celebration.

For

many country folk it is the only time during the year vvhen
they can visit the city.

The period is therefore a time

of soci a l. significance, a gathering of kin and tribe to
dance and to vvorship.
The dance also calls to memory historical events.
The leg ends of the Orisas are told anew to inquisitive
youngsters. Such story was told by Verger. 2 It is the
1Bolaji Idowu, Olodumare,(London: Longmans,l962).
2Pierre Verger, Nigeria Magazine,(Nigeria:70:215 ).
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story behind the pseudo war which always precedes the
Igbin dance.

In the Yoruba country long ago, an Obatala

priest predicted rain which did not fall until the townspeople lost faith in him.

They dragged him out and beat

him with 'a tori' wands u_'l'ltil he was sore all over.

The

priest withdrew into the Obatala grove.
During the three years when the priest -vras absent
there 1vas no rain.
nothing.

As a result harvests were next to

People died of thirst, hunger and other diseases.

The old and wise consu lted Ifa, the oracle of divination.
Ifa revealed to them that they were being punished by
Obatala because his priest was ill-treated.

The people of

the city then decided to go for the priest.
The priest informed them that they should punish
one another, in a manner similar to the way he had been
beaten, then Obatala -vrould have mercy on them.

Hhen they

did this normal conditions resumed.
Before the i.Yorship and the dance two compotmds oppos e each other and people pretend to beat one another
'i.vi th 'a tori' wand.

More often than not they beat the

.floor rather than each other.

The

1vand are carried during the dance.

remnru~ts

of the 'atori'

This is significant of

old a ge and recollects and re-enacts the 'war'.
The ceremony therefore helps the 'oral tradition'
of the Yoruba people.

Little is written about the tribe,

but much info rmation is transmitted by words of mouth.
The customs of the Yorubas are se en clearly dilll·ing

-
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the dance ceremony:

The natural arrangement of the people

in the crowd according to their age and status illustrates
this point.

Th~

respect for the king and his chiefs, the

honor given to the drU1Ili!lers and the recognition given to
the elders by the dancers 1vi th the concomitant replies
help to clarify the social structure of the Yoruba tribe.
The most important factor is respect for rank and age.
Qbatala festival is one of the few ceremonies that
bring the king out of his palace.

This therefore is one

of the rare occasions when the common people may see their
king.

The common saying is:
0 nr'

9Y?, o nkanju!

Nibo ni Alafin nl9?
You are going to

9Yq in a hurry!

\-/here is the Alafin, king of the Yoruba tribe,
going?
The idea behind this famous Yoruba saying is that you do
not need to hurry to the capital with the purpose of seeing the king because the king is ah·rays in his palace.
Atori \'lands grow to their best forms during this
time of the year.

At the end of the ceremony there is

always a sense of anticipation for the next ceremony.

It

has been pointed out on page 23 that in Bahia the same
ceremony is performed.

The time of the performance in

Brazil is identical with the time of performance in
Southern Nigeria.

It is believed that devotees of Obatala
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who \vere taken as slaves keep to the tradition and time.
The years and the distance that separate the Yorubas in
. Southern Nigeria and the .ones in Brazil seem to make no
differende in the time of worship.
The Yorubas who deserve respect for one reason or
another keep this right or privilege so jealously that
many times they forget that mistakes or omissions can
If a young man fails to respect an elderly man or

occur.
woman in

t~e

proper manner; the elderly one resists the

young man's disrespect vigorously.
to poison the young man.

He may even attempt

This is why many sicknesses in

the tribe are attributed to either poisoning or being
cau·s ed by a spirit.

This is Y.rhy sorcery and vri tchcraft

are feared and are often said to be the cause of sickness.
It is not uncommon to hear diviners say to the sick:

Aw~m ~gb~3 1' 0 mbinu si 9.
'
A fi bi a se 'etutu.
\

The elders are the ones angry with you.
Unless we offer propitiation.

". '.
The medicine for the sick in some cases is called "Ebe
'
a Hsm 'a gba."

The short form is

~~~~~~;

11

Pleadings or pro-

pitiations for the elders."
The Obatala festival period is one of the times
when the young wrong the elderly.

The period is the time

3agba - means elderly. Here it ref ers to witches
or sorcer ers. These are often attributed to old pe ople.
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when many people are sick.

The diviners therefore have

good opportunities to lay the blame on the sick and extort
money and valued objects from them.
The festival also provides good opportunities for
the wicked ones to poison others since there are many more
people including the enemies in the community.
At this time too, many insulting comments are
thrown at the dancers, particularly those who lack skill.
In its own way the threat of such insults promotes a desire to dance proficiently.
Dysfunction
Births and deaths are not registered in Nigeria
except those that happen in the hospitals.

Comparatively

few babies are actually born in hospitals.

For this

reason it is difficult to keep an accurate population
census.

It is quite easy to evade taxes since the majori-

ty of the Yo r ubas are f a rmers and their inc ome is difficult to asses s .

The local governments take the advantage

of the ceremony to identify and catch the tax defaulters.

Chapter 6
Sill'INARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Dance is a universal means of communication.
Through dance people may communicate with their gods, with
one another and with themselves.

Both the environment

&~d

the cultura l h eritag e of a society have gre a t influence on
the nature and characteristics of the danc es that are performed.
Resp ect for a ge and sta tus is the key to understanding t he i nterac ti on betwe en group s duri n g the I gbin
danc e .

This is sh O'\•Jn in the arrang ements of both the on-

lo oker s and the p erf or mer s ; a lso in the order of the
dancers, and i n t h e gestures of the dancers bef or e and
during the dance.

The i dea tha. t women need men's protec-

tion j_s sho <:m in the organizat ion of the on looke rs and the
:performe::cs both a t the danc e and during the proc e s s ion to
the ki n 0

1

S

pa l ac e.

They a r e prec ed ed and f ollowed by men

to give t hem security.
In the Yor uba society , women are r egarded a s being
infer :Lo:c to men.

They c arry all the s acrifi ces b a c k to

t he chief priest ' s house.
The man ifest f unctions of the I gb in dance a re:
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1. To bese e ch the Almighty God through Obatala to provide
h e a.l th to the people; abundant harvest on the farms and

fertility for women.
2. To beseech Obatala himself to mould beautiful and

strong children.

3. To provide an outlet for the revenge of the elderly
people on the younger ones by poisoning.

This is

facilitated by large crowds gathering to gether for the
c:eremony.
4 . To provide both the opportunity and the desire to dance

prof:i_ciently.
The latent functions of the Igbin dance

include~

1. The opportunity for the family, the clan and eventually

the t ovrnspeople to gather together.
2. The chance to perpetuate the customs and tr·aditions of

the Yor uba people.

3. The rare chance for the townspeople to see their king,
who at; rr,o s t

other times remains in a sma ll apar tment in

his 112-lace.
4. 'l'he I gb in ceremony provides one way of recording the
pa ~~sag e

of time.

Local governments utilize the Igbin ceremony as an
occasi.on t o identify and catch tax defaulters.

This oc-

casion is one of the fevr times during the year when large
numbers of .P eople gather from outlying districts.

IJ.'his

f actor might 'be regarded as a dysfunction to the clance and
the performers, but not to the wider syst em of the Yoru·ba
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tribe.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Ancient Yoruba dances are part of a culture that
has withstood various influences and changes in \-Jest
Africa.

They are interesting from the aesthetic, histori- .

cal and anthropological points of view.

There are perhaps

others interested in preserving the nature of the ancient
dances like the Bata dance for Sango, the god of fire; the
Ogun dance for the god of iron and war and several other
dances

tr~t

are fast losing their identities from a lack

of comprehensive notation and analysis.
It is recommended there,fore that investigators in

the future should collect more of these ancient dances and
preser-v·e them in i-vriting so that the dancers of to day ana.
tomorrow can enjoy them with the same enthusiasm, in.;.. .
tention and purposes, that the dancers of the yesteryears
found 1·rhen performing them.
I1otion picture materials and tape recordings are
easy to obtain and can be utilized to create a living
r ecord of both the dances and their accompanimen t.

Though

expensive? both camera and record_er are ideal tools for
the r es ea rcher

darices.

engaged in a verbal analysis of t he Yo:L. . uba

It is recommended that any further s t udy by

ru1

indep endent investi gator should involve the utilization of
both

media~
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A. CATEGORIES OF YORUBA DANCES
Yoruba Dances can be categorized thus:
1.

Some dances follovl the "life circle" pattern - "dance
de passage."

These dances are in a v..ray connected vd th

being born, living and growing, dying and being buried.
These are:
a . Fertility Dances 1 - These dances are performed
to a E>k for the fertility of the land for growing.
Yoruba people are agriculturists by trade.

The

The dances

ask for the fertility of the women to give birth to
many strong and handsome children.

There is the need

for many children to work en the farms because mechaniz ed .f arming is no t y et 1.videly known.
also ask for

11

brain fertili tyrr.

Such dances

\illen the chief is go-

ing to make a decision on an important matter, it . is
not tm.likely that a fertility dance is organized.

Ex-

amples of such dances are the Igbin dance and the
\

\

.

.

Oke 1 badan

~rwrship

dance.
b. Birth Dances 2 - The arrival of new babies is

clouble joy fer the rela tives:

The mother is said to

h ave escaped. the danger of death, and the baby is an
1

__._I,. C. Czarnowski, Folk Dcmce Teaching Cues,
(.Stoc kton: ::To1k Dance Camp, 1961) • .
·-\
~ O o N zekvnJ. , ]:rt.g_eri~ Nagaz ine, (Ni geria: 70:37).
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addi tion to the family.

lt is ahvays celebrated with

dancing on the first day of the birth and on the
christening vrhich is en the eighth day.

Juju, a:pala

and hi gh- life dances go vrith this occasion vli th appropriate songs.
c. Engagements and narriage Dances3- When a young
la.dy accepts a man as her husband-to-be there is a
ceremony around the presentation of the man to the
'
lad.y 1 s parents. This is called the "Idana", the en-·
/"

gagement.

The man's parents or relatives carry gifts

and the dowry to the lady's parents.

Juju, apala, and

sakara with appropriate song s are used on such occasions.
'The bachelor 1 s night and the day of the marriage
always see much of dancing to many drur.a beats in..;. •· ·
eluding dundun, sekere and aro, juju, apala and sakara.
The numb e r of drum sets employed depends on how rich
the parents are.
4
d. Death and Burial Dances - It is regarded very
sad 1.11hen young people die.
are celsbrations.

But when parents die there

The idea is tha t they leave in the

world these \vho \vill bid them good-bye and replace
them.

The good-bye bid is al1-vays accompanied with

dancing and giving away money.

7-:

Custom allo1.<rs this to

JL.C.Cz a rnows k i, Folk Dance Teaching Cues,
(Stoc k to::-l: Folk Dance Camp , 1961).
h
-rTbid.
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b e done mildly, that is, not elaborately, at the time
of death if the relatives are not rich, hence the say'" ,
'
/
ing: 11 A ki i .ni owo oku n' ile." "No one saves money
/

for burial."

/

/

But as soon as possible the celebration

must be observed.

Some people observe it three years

after the death has occurred.
Some people observe the re-burial ceremony.

Many

years after their relatives died they may agree to
'change their sides in the grave'.

This consists of

dancing, feeding the poor and friends and giving away
money.
Forty days after an old widow dies; a ceremony is
obs erved to send her stove to her.

This is expected

to b e u s ed in preparing food for her husband in heaven.
~~he

. /
'' ' J.s
. of dancing and imitating
c eremony, "Iyagbaaro"

the lady's kindness on earth.
2~

Some dances are exclusive properties of certain
occupations5- The professional hunters have their own
danc e s: "Ijo Qcl~. n

They dance 1.1hen they are going to

1nmt i n the dangerous forests.

They dance vJhen they

kill wild animals like the lion s and the elephants.
They dance too when they have a big catchQ
they b l ovl i.s peculiar to .them.
can b e heard from a long

1:-lay

The flute

'
"Totofioko",
the flute

off.

/

\.Jhen one of their

5.Pearl Primus, Af ·:-ic a as Se en by Ame r ican Negroes,
(Dij on: Imprimere Bo ur guignolli~i , 1958). p. 169.
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me:mbe:cs is missing in the forest they drum and dance

and blow on totofioko to give him a direction home.
The medicine-men's dances are peculiar to their
profession.

They dance not only for diseases to get

cured but also to prevent them.

It is not uncommon

' '
that the medicine-men dance to "Ibembe"
.
' a kind of

.
/

dr~~,

to ward off evil spirits and dise a ses from the

village.

The village chief must cooperate with them

in -this operation.

He gives them the attention, money,

and other ingredients they ask.

The

11

babala\vo" or the

Ifa consultant dances to Ifa drums and "agogo", bell,
dliTing the "Ileku 11 , the diviners' ritual ceremony.
'I'he dyers, those who dye clothes, and the corn

starch make rs ha"'.re their m·m dances.

11

•••

bronze

workers of Benin , Nigeria, can tell exactly what
aspect of 1-vork a ma...'fl is in, how long he has been doing
it and vrhat level of achievement he has attained - all
6 This shov,rs hov,r sacred and ho\v imby the dance. rr

p or tant the dance is.

3.

Some dances are used for religious purposes.? Certain
dances are meant to propitiate the gods for
r eason s.

ma.l'ly

People dance to the gods for a good and

yielding season.
'1-vb. ether . abundant

They dance during the harvest,
or lean.

If the harvest is le an,

r

0

Pearl Primus, Africa as Seen by Ame ric an N e e;,ro~
(. JJli--J_, ('-~• n .. Imprimere Bour gui gnonni? l958). p ~ 169.

1961.

7Pi err e Verger, ~Jigeria Nagazine,( Ni g eria : 70:216),
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they say: "god v1ho gives a small quantity now will
give plenty in the f'uture.
'

'\

11

~

."

/

/

Ogun, Orisaoko
. , Sango,

___..

Gelede dances are the common ones in t his c a tegory.
Masquerades r epr e sent the spirits of the departed
i•rho woJ:-shipped with pomp and show.

They appear all

covered - disguised, and dance during the worship season which is in July and August .
twenty-eight days.

The cer emony lasts

The professional dancers are some-

times invited to be the mas querades because everything
about the performance must be perfect.
/
"gangan"
,

11

They dance to

" r 11
'''
'
bata
,
"apesi",
and "dundun"
drums de-

pending on the traditional drums of the masquerades .
There are dances also for the lesser gods during
the time of worship.

Some of them are 1vorshipped

every five days and certain others for a period of
days during c ertain seasons .

Some

11

.

orisas 11 ask for

s pecial worships in between their worship periods.
Ev-ery worship is acc ompanied by a dance.
4.

Somo dances go t·li th certain rituals.

Members of

secret cults have , in addition to greetings and s ongs,
dances knmm only to them.

Other danc e s which come

'lm.d er this category are:
The \Jar Danc e s: Ther e are dances performed v.r hen
the native soldiers are preparing for war.

There are

song s and danc es performed when they are going t o the
battle, and there are dances for the battle field .
n'Vle lco r~ e"

Dances: The se ar e special danc.es to
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\.-.relcome important visitors.

The dances for the coro-

nation of the kings come under this category.
performed for the

Dances

people stepping into new
offices come under this category too. 8

5.

import~~t

Professional Dancing:9 Pearl Primus describes dancing
in Africa as part of living.

It appears therefore

that almost everybody takes part in dancing, especially in the common types.

Because th.i s is true, the

professional dancers are not regarded highly in the
community UJlless they really outclass the non- , · · ·.
professionals.

They therefore have to spend much time

learning the commercial dances, the religious dances
and those for entertainments.
They are invited during religious ceremonies and
entertainments to perform .
dance teachers.

Many of them retire as

They generally maintain their own

drummers.
In the Yoruba tribe there are dances for men only.
There are some for vmmen only and there are a few for
children only .

Customarily men, women and children

dance s eparately.
mation.

Most dances assume the free for-

The individual dancers can vary their dances

as they wish and at any time during the dance.
8 onuora Nzekwu, Nip;eria Magaz ine,( Nigeria: 73:37)

1962.

9Pearl Primu s, Afric a as Seen by Am erican Negroes,
( Dij on: Imprimere Bourguignonno , 1958 ), p. 170.
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Pollution from the "Western 1vorld" has changed the
custom dramatically.

The

11

high life" dance is one of

the \Jest .African dances. It i.s performed by couples
.
.
10
and is now merely regarded as another ballroom dance.
10H.W.Reid, Ballroom Dance Magazine, (New York:
Ballroom Dance Ma gazine, 4:7 July, 1963), pp. 6-8.

'.

....
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B. JUJU DANCE
Introduction
'

•

,I

JuJU dance is a typical Yoruba "all occasion"
dance.

The songs that go 1vi th the dance al11mys indicate ·

the occasions.

Such occasions can be for christening a

baby; honoring important visitors; funerals of aged
parents; turning the sods; or any other current event.
Record.

--~

Decca NI.-JA 5485 - Colonel Benjamin Adekunle by I

~K.

Dairo and his Blue Spots Band.
Th e song on the record is about the civil war in
Nigeria.

It praises Nigerian soldiers in general and

Colonel Adekunle in particular for fighting to keep
Nigeria one.

Adekunle led the Third r-1arine Commandos that

liberated many of the cities that were forced to break
away f r om Nigeria.

In the song, mention is made of other

Nigeria troop leaders like: .Ayo Ariyo, Colonel Shua, Lt.
Colon el \laz iri, Colonel Da.nJUllla, Oduleye, Huruna, Lt.
Colonel Akinrinade, Babatola and Elegbede.
= = = = ~= ~= =~-~~ = ===========~=========================== =====

4/4· Moderately fast
For rr:a t :Lon
Everyone dances his

o ~m

variation as he chooses.
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Basic.

Turn on the spot.

Half circle.

Side draw.

Animated walk.
Postur..§_
Slight ·bend from waist, hips back, slight knee
bend.

Correct position is as if one is starting to sit

down.

Arms and hands are free and relaxed at 'the sides.

They may be out to the side, close to the body, clasped
behind or in the front.

Elbows flex with the flex ing of

the lmees, unless othervrise noted.
Abbrevia tions
See page 36.
Basic fv.rd:
Tap R flat ft in place, flex L knee (ct 1)
Step R fwd on flat of ft, flex knees (ct 2)
All steps close to the floor.
Repeat on L reverse pattern (ct 3 and ct 4).
Basic hi'ld.:
Repeat basic fwd directions:
Tap R ft in place, flex L knee (ct 1)
Step R bwd, flex knees (ct 2)
Repeat on L reverse pattern (ct 3 and ct 4).
Basic Variati on I:
RaiseR knee about 3 ·inches (ct &).

Flex L knee,

Push off, tap R ball of ft hard in place with
.r·ebound (ct 1).
Rai se R knee about 3 inch; L knee straightens
s light ly (ct &)
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Step R fwd or bwd rolling back onto flat ft (ct 2)
Repeat same on L reversing ft pattern ( ct 3 &
ct

L~ ) .

When done correctly a definite hip motion is notic ea - .
ble and the body botmces naturally at times lifting
heel of t·rt ft off the flo or.
Arms: Held down and away from the body with elbow
slightly bent and pointed outward; fist not quite
clenched, -thumb fwd.

No arm movement.

Pattern may be
I'

done bwd.

I,

Basic Variation I I - The Tilt

"

Step pattern is as in basic of basic I.
Hip tilts fwd with tap (ct 1)
Hip tilts bwd with ( ct &)
Hip tilts f\'ld with step (ct 2 )
Hip tilts bwd with (ct &)
Arm v·ariation is same as described above.
Turn on ·S p!Jt:
CCW step R ball of ft next to L heel, L remains on
floor (ct 1) .
Pushing on R ball of ft, pivot 1/8 turn CCW (ct 2 )
Repeat 7 more times to face original direction
(completing a circle ) .
This resembles American Buzz step.

If done cor-

rectly, hip will raise noticeably on L side ( ct 1 )
and R side during the push off .
OW :

Reverse ft pattern.

-
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Step may be us ed with other patterns but if CCW and CW
follow each other,

7 pivots (ct 1 & 2) and a single

step will put the dancer in a position to r everse the
direction.
Arms: Shoulder drops fwd
ft side.

\-Ti th

slight waist bend on wt

Both arms are stra ight down, hands parallel

to the floor, fingers pointing out.
Ha lf Circle
Follow turn on spot ft pattern three times with
the single step on the f ourth ct making half a
circle.
Arms: Same as in turn ing on the spo··(j.
Side Draw
wit h circular motion of the ft CCW or CW,
Step R ball of ft sdwd to R knee flexed (ct

&) ~

with L knee slightly flexed, drag L flat ft on
fl oor to R.

R heel r emains off floor (ct 1).

Repe at more times (3 cts in all).
St ep R flat ft (ct 4).
Rep ea t to L reverse pat tern (ct 1 - 4)
With wt center over trailing ft, body l eans sdwd .
done cor rectly tension is felt in upper bk of leg.
]2as}_£ : Repeat the basic.
Ar ms: Ref er to introduction.
Sidedrav-r ft work res embles ct 1 and ct 2 "turn on
spot. "
walk Ani ma ted fwd:

If
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With knees turned out and flexed,
Walk in rhythm with the music.
Body: Shoulder drops to
transfer.

~o1t

side 1 alt ering Hith '1. t t

Body assumes :position

11

&;J

if sta.:ct:i:c.g t o sit

dOVv'!.l.

Arm Variation: Start forearm parallel to

f .Loor ~

As

shoulder drops, it indicat es t h e circular mo tion of
forearm and hand , up and fwd ei:."'cle

:p ~:;: rpen.d.i. cu l a::>

to

floor.
HaJ k Animated ·bwd:
Repeat animated fwd directicn3 ~ .!'•S·v ers:;_n g eLL··
rection.
Arm Variation: Circular motion i s reve:csed v:ith c-irc le
up and bv1d.
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C. APALA

Introduction
'Apala
' \ is another Yoruba "all occasion" dance.

The

songs always tell ivhat occasion it is that the dance is ,
performed.

It is slow and pleasurable shovling the Yoruba

tribe in their true "easy life 11 mood.
Record
St ar Record SRN 2S - Aiye" Yio Na

F~

'Wa by Haruna

Isola and His Apala Group.
The song on the reco r d describes human beings as
evil and wicked.

Many times they do not want to help

t ho se whom they can.

Sometimes they even stand as

stumbling blocks to other peoples' progress.

The song

admonishes the li s teners not be discouraged by this for
God is ahv-ays r eady to help when men fail.

Those vrho bear

t heir ov-m burdens patiently and "t.vell will discover that
the people of the world will turn and help them.

If traps

are set for such people other things will be caught in the
traps.

All these are said in beautiful proverbs and

poetry.
Time
----4/4 - Moderat ely slow
Formation
Free.

There is no set line or circle formation.

As the dance progresses the chief drummer may lead some
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good dsmcers.

It is the custom when pe01)le dance for

their admirers to go to them and give them money.

The

money, in. turn is given to the drummers at the end of the
dance.

The more people \'lho give money to a dancer the

more highly the dancer is regarded.
~e

and Posture
Bend fvJd slightly from hip.

sition throughout dance pattern.
forearm parallel to the floor.

Remain in this po-

Arms bend at elbow with
Hold handkerchief with

both hands with first finger and thumb.

L elbow pushes

fwd and draws back vri th the rhythm, unless otherwise
sp ecified.

R arm remains close to the body.

free ly with vrt change.

Hip moves

The knee action is constant and

sof·t;.
=== ~======= =~= ============================~===;===========

Basic
--Glide R ft diag fwd R (ct 1)
CJ.ose L toe to R heel, wt on L both knees bent
(ct 2)
Glide R diag fwd R (ct 3)
Close L toe to R heel, wt rema.ins on R (ct

l~)

Beginning L Repeat of basic (ct 1 - 4) Reverse
pattern
Thi s step may also move to the side.
Fl e.t Gal lO!?,

Step R slight fwd keeping ft flat on floor (ct l)
Step on ball of L ft c l ose to R heel, rolling wt
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b ack into whole ft as L knee is straightened
(ct &)

R knee remains bent.

This step may move in any direction, i.e.: fwd, sdwd,
bkwd, circle R or I1.

In order to change from R to L

ft, the initial step (ct 1) is made, but there is no
second step (ct &).
Long \-Talk
Both knees bend in preparation for J..1ong '\-Talk step.
Step fwd onto R heel (ct 1, &); As heel is placed
on floor knee straightens (locks).
thrust of the ft

fvTd

There is a

as the knee locks.

'ltli th a

rolling motion, wt is transferred fwd onto flat
ft.

Hip lifts slightly as knee straightens. .

Beginning IJ repeat action of Long \,Talk (ct 2, &) •
Short Vlalk
Knees remain flexed throughout step:
Glide fwd R.
step.

As ft reaches floor (ct 1).

Short

L ft brushes bkwd '"i th knee bent, to

pointed downward about 3 inches from R heel (ct

&~

There is a slight rock from R to L as wt changes.
Beginning .L repeat action 6f Short Walk (ct 2, &).
Front Crossover .
Step R on flat of ft about 6 inches across L, toes
. fvvd ( c t

1) •

Step L toe close to outside of R (ct & ).
Knees bend in rocking motion.
To change direction leave

v~

on R (ct 1).
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Swing L ft around (ct &), and
Step across R (ct 2).
Head: No noticeable motion.
Arms:L armis bent, elbow held in at waist level with
forearm extended.

R arm remains close to waist, hand-

kerchief in hands.

As R ft crosses over, L hand move-

ment is accented downward (down-up) R hand a slight
counter movement; as L crosses over R, hand movement
is accented •
.Arm Pos ition: Two variations
1. \J.hen R ft moves fwd, hands move to L (elbows bent).

1J.hen L ft moves vwd, hands move to R.
2. Handkerchief held in front at waist pos, elbows
bent, do a circular movement (COW) fwd, under and
back.
Head: Moves with

rhy~hm.

Accent is on lift of chin.

Cross Behind
Step R toe behind and to outside of L ft.

L knee

remains bent while R knee strongly flexes and
straightens slightly on each step (ct 1).
Step L on flat of ft bringing L to R toe (ct 2).
To change steps to basic . sdwd (ct 1 - 4) R
(ct 1 - 4); keep toes fwd.
Repeat cross-behind step to L reversing all action.
Hips are thrust bbvd on each step.

Elbows move outward

slightly \vi th the rhythm of the music.
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D. HIGH LIFE
Introduction
High life originat ed. in \-Jest Africa more than
seventy years ago.

The rhythm sounds familiar to those

who know Lat in American music.
al Latin

~~erican

It is believed that sever-

rhythms were undoubtedly derived from

High Li fe , gleaned from the early African slaves \vho came

to Brazil, Cuba and the Uest Indies.
High Life is used for many festive occasions, for .
examp l e~

naming ceremonies, harvest, birth a.11.d death.

The

rhythm is the same for all occ a sions, but the song s indic ate the spec ific occasions$

The tempo could be fast or

slow, dep ending on the atmospher e created by the dancerso
All s teps can be done in any direction and with
c hanges of dir ection in the steps as the dancer desires.

At the begi nning of the dance the coupl e hold each other
in the rrv/est ern" fashion to dance the basic.

After this

they separate and the man or the lady can l ead the dance
freely .
Rec ord
Adeolu NA 148.

" Eko
'
Inawo
- by the Western Toppers
/

/

Band lecl by Kehinde Adex .
The song on this record i s about life in t he big
city.

It refers to Lagos, the capital of Nigeria.

In the

b ig city one spends money on unnec essary thi:o.gs like: the
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hous e ren t;, electric

company ·uniforms.

l~q?.;ht,

laundry, festive clothes,

In addition to these one has to pay

school fees and income tax and arrange to attend important
functions where one is eJ...'J)ected to spend much money.

The

song ends by asking the villagers to be satisfied with
their free air and comfort.
Time

4/4

Fast

._ ·i, -..

========;============================================~====

Basic For\'lard
Knees remain flexed throughout step.
Begin R, step sdwd and slightly fwd on inside ball .
of big toe keeping wt on L (ct 1)$

rushing against inside R, slip L slightly twd R
turning L toe very slightly diag L; keep

'\tlt

on L

side (ct &) •
CloseR flat to L, wt remains on L (ct 2).
Transfer wt to R (ct &).
BegiTI..ning L repeat action of Basic reversing ft
pattern (cts 3, 4).

In t h e sand, the ft prints are he avy in the ctr,
dotted on the sides.
Bodx: Either erect or slightly bent fwd from hip.
Both elbo\'/S slightly bent ( 45 degrees); wrists
straight, hands at ease , palms do\m or up, arms held
fwd, slightly below waist line, swaying easily with

the

body~
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Head: T-Toves .from side to side Hith face down twd outer
part of the ft carrying wt.
Basic Bac.b rard
Knees remain flexed throughout step.
Step R sdwd and slightly bkwd on inside ball of
big toe keeping wt on L (ct 1).
Pushing against inside R, slip L slightly bkwd twd
R, turning L toe diag R.

Keep wt on L side (ct &)

CloseR flat to L, wt remains on L (ct 2).
Transfer wt to R (ct &).
Begin L repeat action of Basic, reversing ft
pattern (cts 3 & 4).
Body and Head: IJ.'he

mo"~rement

is the same as in basic

fwd.

Transition for Walk
Repeat action for Basic cts 1, 2 .
placed bkwd instead of sdHd.

On ct 3, L is

Step L

fvTd

beside R

with knee bent, at the same time locking R knee
(ct 4).

\Jalk
\lith R knee bent, wt on L, ·L knee i s locked;
Step R fwd with a flat drag until R heel is even
with instep of L (ct ·1).

Keep heel of stepping ft

on floor.
As \vt shifts to R, lock R knee and bend L knee as
L ft drags fwd, heel even with instep of R (ct 2).
Repeat a ction of "walk" (ct 3, 4).
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l:.. s knees are alternatGly locked, hip raises naturally

to that side.
Body: Face diag R (ct l, 2)s

Face front (ct 3, 4).

Repeat to L (ct 1 - LJ.).
The tu:rning from sid.e to side is smooth drav1ing a continuous "S" on the floor.
Arms: Arm is bent , elbow held at waist line with forearm extended, i'lrist straight, palms facing, hands relaxed.

As dancer faces diag R, R arm moves in a lazy

circle from outside to inside r aising slight on the
outside and dipping invmrd to finish (cts 1 - 4).
Repeat action to L; elbow remains bent throughout the
movement and is never more than 9 inches from the

bod~

Walk Vari ation I
Step pattern same as

11

\-lalk 11

•

Ct 1 now becomes

cts 1, 2.
Step R (ct 1) Slightly straighten R knee (ct &).
Bend knee (ct 2).

Accent bend of knee on ct 1, 2.

Stra ighten (ct &). Bend, straighten, Bend,
s traighten.
Ar ms : H arm moves

f~'ld

wi tb. R ft.

L 1d th L ft.

bent a t elbow, wrist straight, hands relaxed.
move i n and out like pigeon wings.
Upper body turns

natt~ally

Arm
Elbows

In on ct 1, ct &.

as R and L arms are fwd.

Wa lk Va ri a tion II
Step fwd R with flat dragging step 1u1til R heel is
even with instep of L; keep wt on both ft , both
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knees bent (ct 1).
Place ball of L ft 3 inches back of R heel (ct &).
Push off with ball of L (ct ah).
Pushing R flat f t fwd about 3 inches (ct 2).
•rhe push-of.f is like a grace note.
Repeat action of "\.Jalk Variation II" reversing
pattern (cts 3 ·- '+).
Arm~:

Easy with feeling of step -- shoulders keep

slight rhythm.
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